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Introduction of new datasets of drought indices based on
multivariate methods in semi-arid regions
Nastaran Chitsaz and Seyed-Mohammad Hosseini-Moghari

ABSTRACT
Drought is a slow and creeping worldwide phenomenon which has adversely affected arid and semiarid regions of the world. Drought indices like Streamﬂow Drought Index (SDI) and Standardized
Precipitation Index (SPI) offer quantitative methods for combating probable consequences of
drought. In this article, the results of the drought indices trend showed that the case study suffers
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from hydrological drought more than meteorological drought. The correlation analysis between
hydrological and meteorological drought was assessed in monthly and seasonal time scales. To this
end, some multivariate techniques were used to summarize the SPI and SDI series of all stations into
one new dataset. Three assessment criteria involving higher correlation among drought indices,
higher eigenvalue in expansion coefﬁcients, and following ﬂuctuation and variation of original data
were used to ﬁnd the best new datasets and the best multivariate method. Results asserted the
superiority of singular value decomposition (SVD) over other multivariate methods. EC1 in the SVD
method was able to justify about 80% of the variability in drought indices for monthly time scales, as
well as summer and spring for seasonal time series, which followed all ﬂuctuations in original
datasets. Therefore, the SVD method is recommended for aggregating drought indices.
Key words

| drought monitoring, multivariate methods, singular value decomposition (SVD),
Standardized Precipitation Index (SPI), Streamﬂow Drought Index (SDI)

INTRODUCTION
Drought, the greatest natural phenomenon threatening the

Thus, it is vital to focus on the deﬁnition of drought and

world’s human population, has extensive negative impacts

the quantiﬁcation of its intensity and duration. To address

spanning environmental, economic and social aspects

this issue, it is necessary to perceive drought’s characteristics

(Bernard et al. ; Heudorfer & Stahl ). Drought is

and indices (duration, severity, spatiotemporal variability

conventionally grouped as meteorological, hydrological,

and frequency) because they offer a quantitative method

agricultural, or socioeconomic (Yang ; Li et al. a,

for determining the onset of a drought event (Yoo et al.

b). Among these, the hydrological element is the most

; Tabari et al. ; Sung & Chung ; Khadr ;

important part and is highly inﬂuenced by activities such

Ling et al. ).

as industry, agriculture, urban water supply and hydropower generation (Vasiliades et al. ; Ye et al. ).

Many indices have been devised to characterize hydrological and meteorological droughts, including Surface

Many researchers claim that drought is an abnormal

Water Supply Index (Shafer & Dezman ), Palmer

event with complexity related to climate parameters, water

Drought Severity Index (PDSI; Palmer ), the China-Z

balance status, and spatial and temporal dimensions

index, which is used by the National Metrological Centre

(Heim ; Lennard et al. ; Li et al. a, b).

of China (Wu et al. ), Aggregate Drought Index

doi: 10.2166/nh.2017.254
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(Keyantash & Dracup ) and Effective Drought Index

without necessarily ensuring complete independence (Oja

(Byun & Wilhite ). Each of these indices has its own

). Independent component analysis, (ICA), introduced

strengths and weaknesses. Most of them are data demanding

by Herault & Jutten (), is considered as an extension

and have complex computational processes (Nalbantis &

of PCA (Oja ). It has the capability to use an approxi-

Tsakiris ).

mation of mutual information to minimize the higher-

Drought is deﬁned as the lack of precipitation in all its

order dependence between the transformed series and to

forms (streamﬂow, snowmelt, reservoir level and ground-

open up the opportunity to search for statistically mutually

water level) which is observed in the land phase of the

independent components (Ndehedehe et al. ). Westra

hydrological cycle. Among these variables, streamﬂow is

et al. () compared PCA and ICA for modelling multi-

the most remarkable variable from the viewpoint of water

variable hydrological series in Colombia. They concluded

quantity (Nalbantis & Tsakiris ). Thus, the role of pre-

that signiﬁcant beneﬁts exist in maximizing statistical inde-

cipitation and streamﬂow, as the most common variables

pendence by ICA, in comparison to merely removing

in drought research, must be highlighted (Kazemzadeh &

correlation by the PCA method. The singular value

Malekian ). Considerable research in the realm of

decomposition (SVD) technique aims to relate the sets of

hydrological drought assessment has been conducted with

data by decomposing their covariance matrix into singular

the application of Streamﬂow Drought Index (SDI) intro-

values and deﬁne a set of paired-orthogonal vectors based

duced by Nalbantis & Tsakiris () and Standardized

on their corresponding spatial and temporal patterns (Barn-

Precipitation Index (SPI) developed by McKee et al.

ston & Smith ; Von Storch & Zwiers ). In

(), which are very simple in calculation and prevalent

hydrology, it has been signiﬁcantly applied to evaluate the

in on-site drought assessments (Moreira et al. ; Hos-

inter-relationships between various variables with spatio-

seini-Moghari & Araghinejad ; Portela et al. ; Zhu

temporal features (Shabbar & Skinner ; Lipovetsky &

et al. ). Furthermore, Guttman () compared the

Conklin ; Lipovetsky ; Chitsaz et al. ).

PDSI and SPI through a spectral analysis and recommended

This literature review illustrates a gap in assessing the

SPI as a more useful drought index because it has the capa-

correlation between SPI and SDI as the most common

bility to recognize the importance of time scales in the

drought indices in both monthly and seasonal time scales

analysis of water availability and water use, so it can be

by means of aggregation methods. In addition, a comparison

used in risk assessment and decision-making. Tabari et al.

among different multivariate methods is a crucial prerequi-

(, ) and Nalbantis & Tsakiris () used SDI in

site for data decomposing, according to the diversity of

monthly time scales of 3, 6, 9, and 12 months and assessed

results in ﬁnding the best multivariate method in previous

drought severity based on streamﬂow data. Arabzadeh et al.

research. Therefore, the major challenges in this study are

() concluded that SDI can accurately identify the

attributed to assessing drought indices correlation along

expected frequency of drought in seasonal time scales.

with compressing the large datasets into independently stan-

As drought has complicated spatiotemporal patterns,

dardized components. In this regard, SPI and SDI indices

the technique of principal component analysis (PCA) is

were used, which are most frequently applied in different

vital to assess these patterns and summarize the existing

ﬁelds of drought. Eleven rain gauge stations and nine hydro-

variability in several dependent variables into fewer princi-

metric stations were used for precipitation and streamﬂow

pal components (Sigdel & Ikeda ; Raziei et al. ).

data, and were decomposed to new datasets by multivariate

Arabzadeh et al. () used PCA method to summarize

methods.

the SDI index and concluded that the ﬁrst principal com-

The major innovation of this study is related to evalu-

ponent has the highest eigenvalue for seasonal time scales.

ating the capabilities of some well-known multivariate

Similarly, Bazrafshan et al. () gained the same results

methods such as PCA, ICA, SVD, and averaging method,

in PCA in monthly time scales. PCA has been used widely

not only for determining the coupled relationship between

in different studies as a multivariate method, while it

SPI and SDI indices but also for decomposing the dimen-

merely removes the covariance in multivariate time series,

sions of input data and determining the best multivariate
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method. Furthermore, multivariate methods are compared

concern to politicians and planners (Raziei et al. ). The

by means of eigenvalues in different components to deﬁne

case study of this article, Karkheh River basin, is located in

the method which can accurately reﬂect the ﬂuctuation

the southwest of Iran and covers an area of about

and variation in the original data and conﬁrm higher cor-

51,000 km2 bounded by 30–35 N latitude and 46–49 E

relation among SPI and SDI indices. Also, sensitivity

longitude (Figure 1). The average annual discharge changes

analysis of the proposed indices in different sets of SPI

from 3.3 to 86 m3/s and the maximum discharge is 190.6.

and SDI time scales (monthly and seasonal) has been

The average annual precipitation varies between 300 and

performed.

800 mm. The rivers Gamasiab, Qarasou, Saymareh and

W

W

Kashkan are tributaries of the Karkheh River (Masih et al.
).

STUDY AREA AND DATA

The datasets for the current research include precipitation in 11 rain gauge stations (six in the Saymareh sub-

Case study

basin and the remainder in the Karkheh sub-basin) and
the natural streamﬂow to the Karkheh Dam in nine hydro-

Iran is located in the mid-latitude belt of arid and semi-arid

metric stations with 39 years of statistical periods from

regions. Thus, drought periods and their effects are of great

1968–69 to 2006–2007. Water in the basin is mainly used

Figure 1

|

Map of the case study.
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for agriculture production, domestic supplies, ﬁsh farming,

ﬁtted to the gamma distribution which ﬁts well to the clima-

and serves to sustain the environment.

tological precipitation time series. The two-parameter
gamma probability density function is calculated as

METHODS
The following subsections deﬁne the material and methods
and involve a brief description of SPI and SDI drought indices for monthly and seasonal time scales, some stochastic
tests to assess the trend in datasets, using multivariate
methods intended for introduction of new datasets, and
choosing the best multivariate method based on assessment
parameters. Figure 2 illustrates the ﬂowchart of the computational framework.
Drought indices

Equation (1):
f(x) ¼

1
xα1 ex=β
β α Γ(α)

x≻0

(1)

where α and β are the shape and scale parameters, respectively. Parameter x is the precipitation amount and Γ(α) is
the gamma function as Equation (2):
∞
ð

Γ(α) ¼

yα1 ey dy

(2)

0

Parameters α and β are estimated for each station in
each time scale. Maximum likelihood estimations of α and
β are according to Equation (3):

SPI
To calculate the SPI, precipitation dataset was prepared for
39 years at different time scales. Each of the datasets was

Figure 2

|

Flowchart of the computational framework.
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Classiﬁcation of SDI values is illustrated in Table 1 (Nalbantis & Tsakiris ).

ﬁnd the cumulative probability. If the gamma function is
undeﬁned for x ¼ 0 and precipitation distribution may con-

Non-parametric stochastic tests

tains zeroes, the cumulative probability is calculated as
Equation (4):

Spearman’s rho test

H(x) ¼ q þ (1  q)F(x)

(4)

where q is the probability of zero precipitation and F(x) is
the cumulative probability of the incomplete gamma function which is transformed to the standard normal random
variable z with mean and variance equal to zero and one,
respectively (Thom ; Abramovitz & Stegun ).
Table 1 shows the classiﬁcation of drought severity based
on the SPI (Mckee et al. ).

The Spearman correlation coefﬁcient of the linear regression
between series of i and j is obtained as Equation (6):
r ¼1

P
[6 (i  j)2 ]
n(n2  1)

(6)

where n is the number of data items. For n (sample size) >30,
the distribution will be normal and the test statistic z is computed as Equation (7):
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
z¼r n1

(7)

SDI
If jzj ≻ za at the signiﬁcance level of a, the null hypothIn calculation of SDI, Log-normal distribution ﬁts well to

esis of no trend is rejected (Yue et al. ; Kahya &

the hydrological streamﬂow time series as Equation (5):
(
)
1
( ln x  μ)2
f(x) ¼ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ exp
(5)
2σ 2
xσ 2π

Kalaycı ).

 pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
where μ ¼ ln m= 1 þ v=m2 , σ ¼ ln (1 þ v=m2 ), m and v
are mean and variance of streamﬂow dataset, respectively.
Table 1

|

Drought classiﬁcation based on the SPI and SDI (Mckee et al. 1993; Nalbantis &
Tsakiris 2009)

Kendall’s tau test
Kendall’s correlation is commonly used to assess the signiﬁcance trends in hydrometeorological time series
(Kendall et al. ). According to this test, the null hypothesis H0 assumes that there is no trend and this is tested
against the alternative hypothesis H1, which assumes that
there is a trend. The Kendall s statistic is computed as

Category

SPI value

Extremely wet

2  SPI

Very wet

1.5  SPI 1.99

Moderately wet

1  SPI 1.49

Near normal

0.99  SPI 0.99

Moderately dry

1.0  SPI  1.49

Severely dry

1.5  SPI  1.99

Extremely dry

SPI  2

Category

SDI value

No drought

0  SDI

Mild drought

1  SDI 0

Moderate drought

1.5  SDI  1

Severe drought

2  SDI  1.5

Extreme drought

SDI  2
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8
>
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>
:
1 if Tj  Ti ≺ 0

(8)

The standard test statistic z is calculated as Equation (9):
8
s1
>
>
>
<
σ
z¼
0
>
>
>
:s þ 1
σ

for s ≻ 0
for s ¼ 0
for s ≺ 0

(9)
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where σ 2 is the variance for s. This test statistic is used to test

and the linear transformed orthogonal matrix Z according

the null hypothesis, H0. If jzj ≻ za=2 then the null hypothesis

to Equation (12):

is invalid and the trend is signiﬁcant.
Z ¼ XA
Multivariate methods

where Z has (i, j) dimension with ith observation and jth
principal component; A is p × p matrix with eigenvector

ICA

elements

ICA method is based on maximization of the output entropy
or minimization of mutual information between the outputs.
It aims to decompose the time series of data in matrix xi (t),
which consists of a mixing matrix A and a number of statistically independent source signals sj (t) as Equation (10)
(Herault & Jutten ; Ziehe ):
m
X

of

the

covariance

of

X,

and

having

A A ¼ AA ¼ I and X X ¼ AΛA where Λ is a diagonal
T

xi (t) ¼

(12)

T

T

T

matrix whose non-negative entries are the eigenvalues of
XT X.
SVD
The SVD method can decompose any n × m matrix as A.
The ﬁrst step is to ﬁnd U, S and V via Equation (13) (Bjorns-

Ai,j sj (t)

i ¼ 1, . . . , N,

j ¼ 1,    M

(10)

son & Venegas ):

j¼1

where t is the time index and xi is the mixing model which
can be represented as the matrix in Equation (11):
X ¼ AS

A ¼ U × S × Vt

(13)

where U is an n × n orthonormal matrix, V is an m × m
orthonormal matrix and S is a diagonal n × m matrix with
(11)

ρ elements down the diagonal and ρ  min (n, m). V is the
matrix of column vectors which are eigenvectors of

where data in matrix X are samples of the xi (t), the
N × M matrix A has elements Ai,j and matrix S is analogous to the construction of X. According to Equation
(11), ICA is based on factoring the observed signals
data matrix X into the mixing matrix A and the source
signals matrix S.

C ¼ At A. U is the matrix of projections of X onto the eigenvector of C. S is a non-square matrix with zero entries
everywhere, except on the leading diagonal with elements
Si in descending order of magnitude. Each Si is equal to
the square root of the eigenvalues of C ¼ At A.
Based on the above information, all of the multivariate
methods have the goal of ﬁnding a set of low dimensional

PCA

and uncorrelated data which are independent to simpliﬁed
computational structures. There are some differences

The introduction of PCA follows the familiar route of

between multivariate methods. ICA uses a kurtosis measure

making successive orthogonal linear combinations of the

(the fourth certain moment), which is based on maximizing

variables with maximum variance. The main goal is to

non-Gaussianity to maximize the independency (Westra

reduce the dimensionality of a dataset with a large

et al. ). In PCA, an orthogonal transformation based

number of interrelated variables, provided that the vari-

on variance (the second order moment) is used to change

ation in the dataset remains as much as possible. The

data into linearly uncorrelated elements. It is possible to

PCA approach uses all of the original variables to obtain

combine two or more variables in the same PCA but some

a set of principal components in lower dimensions

research has proven that SVD is superior to combined

which are uncorrelated and ordered but can be used to

PCA. SVD is a robust statistic technique, which isolates

approximate the original variables (Hyvärinen et al.

linear combinations of variables to obtain coupled relation-

; Westra et al. ). Consider a dataset as matrix X

ships between two spatiotemporal ﬁelds that tend to be
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linearly related to one another. It is a fundamental matrix

which are shown via Equations (1)–(5) for SPI and SDI,

operation, a generalization of the diagonalization procedure

respectively.

in PCA to matrices that are not square or symmetric (Lipovetsky ).

In this section, the trends of meteorological and hydrological drought are analysed by means of two nonparametric stochastic tests, Spearman’s rho and Kendall’s
tau, over the period of 1968–69 to 2006–07 in both monthly

Expansion coefﬁcient assessment

and seasonal time series, as shown in Table 2. The trends of
Expansion coefﬁcient (EC) is used to ﬁnd the spatial pat-

SPI and SDI are illustrated based on their p value and cor-

terns of variability and gives a measure of the importance

relation coefﬁcient in both statistical tests. Trend analysis

of each pattern as assessed by Equation (14) (Bjornsson &

for SPI indicates that the 3-month and 24-month periods

Venegas ):

have the lowest and the highest trend, respectively, based

ECi ¼

ETi X

¼

k
X

on their p values. In other words, this negative trend in
eij Xk

(14)

long time scales of SPI is higher than short time scales
and the correlation is signiﬁcant at the 0.01 intervals for

j¼1

the 24-month period. The p value for SDI suggests a negative
where ECi is the ith expansion coefﬁcient, ETi is the ith eigen-

trend for all monthly time series at 0.01 signiﬁcance level,

vector, Xk is the kth original variable, and eij is the kth

which shows a severe decreasing trend based on Spearman’s

element of the ith eigen component. The ﬁrst expansion coef-

rho correlation coefﬁcient. A comparison between p values

ﬁcient equivalent to EC1 , justiﬁes a large amount of

for SPI and SDI trends in monthly time series proves that

variation of hyper-cloud buildup by the variables (Sharma

the negative trend of the hydrological drought is stronger

). The eigenvalues corresponding to each EC are calcu-

than the meteorological drought. The p values of the statisti-

lated using Equation (15):

cal methods for seasonal time series showed that the trend

jC  λIj ¼ 0

(15)

in meteorological drought does not have a signiﬁcant correlation at 0.01 intervals, while a severe trend occurs in

where C is correlation matrix of original data, λ is eigenvalue

hydrological drought in summer. The highest trend for SPI

and I is identity matrix. As the eigenvalues were calculated,

and SDI in monthly time series (24 months) is illustrated

the eigenvector will be formed to correspond to each

as an example in Figure 3.

eigenvalue.

SDI and SPI have reﬂected large ﬂuctuations on one
hand, as shown in Figure 3, and a huge amount of input
data as 11 rain gauge stations and nine hydrometric stations

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

on the other hand. Owing to this, the multivariate methods
(ICA, PCA and SVD) were used in addition to average

Trend and correlation tests for meteorological and

values of input data to reduce the dimensionality of input

hydrological drought

data. The new data series which is released by the best multivariate method institutes a higher correlation between SDI

Due to the existence of perennial and seasonal rivers in

and SPI as drought indices and reﬂects the exact ﬂuctuation

the case study watershed, meteorological and hydrological

and trend of the original data.

droughts were evaluated based on SPI and SDI, respect-

Due to seasonal and monthly time scales, these assess-

ively. These analyses were assessed in the seasonal time

ments were done based on two scenarios. In the ﬁrst

scales (fall, winter, spring and summer) and ﬁve monthly

scenario, the correlation coefﬁcients between SDI and SPI

time series (3, 6, 9, 12 and 24 months). According to the

were assessed for seasonal time scales in each hydrological

Kolmogorov–Smirnov (K-S) test, at the 0.05 signiﬁcance

year, and for the second scenario this stochastic relationship

level, gamma and log-normal distributions provided an

was used for drought indices in overlapping periods of 3, 6,

adequate ﬁt to the precipitation and streamﬂow series

9, 12 and 24 months.
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The p values of Spearman’s rho and Kendall’s tau for SDI and SDI
3 Month

6 Month

9 Month

12 Month

24 Month

0.025

0.031

0.044

0.049

0.120**

0.207

0.155

0.076

0.058

0.038

0.046

0.067

0.205

0.162

0.075

0.038

0.188**

0.187**

0.177**

0.170**

Fall

Winter

Spring

Summer

SPI
Kendall’s tau
R
p value

0

0.155

0.131

0.049

0.283*

0.164

0.241

0.663

0.030

Spearman’s rho
R
p value

0.082*

0.170**
0

0.2

0.17

0.063

0.378*

0.223

0.301

0.702

0.018

0.174

0.077

0.163

0.059

0.245

0.072

0.132

0.257

0.211

0.057

SDI
Kendall’s tau
R
p value

0

0

0

0

0.254**
0

0.287**
0.005

Spearman’s rho
0.280**

R
p value

0

0.282**

0.281**

0

*Correlation is signiﬁcant at the 0.05 intervals.
**Correlation is signiﬁcant at the 0.01 intervals.

Figure 3

|

Trend in monthly time series for SPI24 and SDI24.
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0.283**
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0.386**
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0.276*
0.044

0.413**
0.004
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spring among other seasons, but there was no correlation
assessment of SPI and SDI.

Table 3 illustrates the results of correlation coefﬁcient
between SPI and SDI in different seasons for average

EC for seasonal drought indices

and multivariate methods. SPI and SDI data in all
stations were aggregated to one series of SPI and SDI

The results of ECs based on eigenvalue for two selected

for each time period with multivariate methods. Results

multivariate methods, SVD and PCA, for seasonal drought

show that performing multivariate methods to derive

indices are shown in Figure 4. Figure 4(c) shows the contri-

aggregated indices in all of the time series was effective.

bution of each variant in forming the SVD results. The ECs

The most prominent results to emerge from Table 3 are

in the SVD method come from squared diagonals of matrix

related to ﬁnding the suitable multivariate methods for

S (matrix of singular eigenvalues). As the SVD method is

aggregating drought indices. According to the correlation

based on the eigenvalues of the covariance matrix

values, SVD and PCA results outweigh average and ICA

SPI × SPI, the squared matrix S is in a 9 × 9 dimension.

methods.

EC1 has the highest eigenvalue for all seasons; in conse-

Another striking point is that speciﬁc SPI with higher

quence, it is able to justify a great part of the total

correlation with each SDI in different seasons demon-

variance in the original variables and can explain the most

strates the time delay in meteorological and hydrological

percentage of variability in the original SPI and SDI data.

droughts. For fall, winter and spring the highest correlation

According to Figure 4(c), EC1 has less contribution for fall

between SDI and SPI is in the same seasons, which means

and winter, of about 70% and 64%, respectively, while

that meteorological drought and hydrological drought

spring and summer have a high eigenvalue of about 81%.

occur with no lag time in seasonal time scale. There is an

The reason for the increase in the EC1 for summer and

exception in released data for summer SDI, which has

spring is the lower variety of SDI and SPI indices existing

the highest correlation with winter and spring SPI. This

in this range, which represents the lower variability in sea-

outcome stems from lack of precipitation in summer.

sonal precipitation and streamﬂow data, as shown in

Thus, summer hydrological drought is related to meteorolo-

Figure 5. In contrast, the ECs in the PCA method cannot

gical drought in winter and spring. Throughout the

justify the ﬂuctuations in SPI and SDI data. Based on

seasonal drought assessment in Seﬁd-Rud basin in the

Figure 4(a) and 4(b), the higher eigenvalues for SPI are in

northwest of Iran, Arabzadeh et al. () asserted that

fall and summer, of about 73% and 75%, and the lower

SDI and multivariate SDI have lower correlation for

values are in winter and spring, of about 60%. Moreover,

Table 3

|

SPI and SDI correlation coefﬁcient in seasonal time scales

SVD

PCA

SPI Fall

SPI Winter

SPI Spring

SPI Summer

SPI Fall

SPI Winter

SPI Spring

SPI Summer

SDI Fall

0.690

0.207

0.053

0.023

0.677

0.224

0.049

0.006

SDI Winter

0.324

0.650

0.168

0.090

0.312

0.632

0.161

0.051

SDI Spring

0.122

0.648

0.755

0.103

0.118

0.645

0.748

0.105

SDI Summer

0.172

0.617

0.575

0.020

0.166

0.609

0.568

0.090

Average

ICA

SDI Fall

0.609

0.259

0.094

0.026

0.367

0.005

0.077

0.028

SDI Winter

0.326

0.483

0.294

0.053

0.234

0.244

0.151

0.076

SDI Spring

0.011

0.564

0.554

0.078

0.028

0.291

0.607

0.066

SDI Summer

0.079

0.561

0.474

0.055

0.039

0.360

0.471

0.061
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Eigenvalues for ECs in seasonal time scale: (a) PCA in SPI, (b) PCA in SDI, (c) SVD.

most of the eigenvalues for SDI are in a low range of about

(lower than 0.5). The higher correlation for each SDI

47% to 68%.

asserts that SDI3 has the highest correlation with SPI9,

In Shabbar & Skinner’s () research, most of the var-

while SDI6 and SDI9 have the highest correlation with

iance of drought indices is concentrated in the ﬁrst mode of

SPI12. The correlation for SDI12 and SDI24 has the high-

the SVD expansion. The ﬁrst principal component of the

est value in the same time period for SPIs. In other words,

PCA method has the greatest part of information in a set

a lower time scale such as SDI3 has more correlation

of SPI and SDI data in some studies (Bazrafshan et al.

with SPI9, and SPI12 has the highest correlation for

; Arabzadeh et al. ; Azmi et al. ). Thus, the diver-

higher time series such as SDI6 to SDI12. Nalbantis &

sity of results in ﬁnding the best aggregated dataset among

Tsakiris () reported the same results, high correlation

the aforementioned studies shows the comparison of differ-

between SPI and SDI in the same time series for 9 and

ent aggregation methods based on the eigenvalues as an

12 months.

appropriate idea.

Unlike the current research, Westra et al. () concluded that the ICA method performed better than the

Multivariate methods for monthly time series

PCA method based on discrepancy between the synthetically generated data and the original data in monthly

Table 4 illustrates the results of correlation coefﬁcient

datasets of reservoir inﬂows from Colombia. Ndehedehe

between SPI and SDI for 3, 6, 9, 12 and 24 months for

et al. () employed the ICA method to decompose SPI

average and multivariate methods. SVD, PCA and average

in drought spatiotemporal variability monitoring. However,

methods have a remarkable correlation (more than 0.7)

PCA delivered appropriate results in Bazrafshan et al.’s

for each SDI, while ICA has no satisfaction results

() study. Considering these three common techniques
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Fluctuations in SDI and SPI in seasonal time scale.

SPI and SDI correlation coefﬁcient in monthly time scales

SVD

PCA

SPI3

SPI6

SPI9

SPI12

SPI24

SPI3

SPI6

SPI9

SPI12

SPI24

SDI3

0.562

0.719

0.776*

0.759

0.627

0.549

0.710

0.769*

0.751

0.615

SDI6

0.388

0.682

0.792

0.805*

0.672

0.376

0.672

0.785

0.796*

0.659

SDI9

0.303

0.521

0.738

0.828*

0.707

0.293

0.512

0.732

0.821*

0.695

SDI12

0.211

0.397

0.572

0.771*

0.753

0.200

0.387

0.565

0.762*

0.739

SDI24

0.130

0.225

0.316

0.423

0.801*

0.118

0.213

0.307

0.411

0.784*

Average

ICA

SDI3

0.525

0.696

0.750*

0.720

0.564

0.416

0.316

0.480

0.467

0.227

SDI6

0.349

0.656

0.762

0.763*

0.604

0.280

0.278

0.491

0.495

0.239

SDI9

0.280

0.499

0.711

0.790*

0.647

0.208

0.197

0.462

0.483

0.210

SDI12

0.199

0.376

0.544

0.727*

0.684

0.124

0.139

0.340

0.459

0.227

SDI24

0.124

0.199

0.286

0.380

0.716*

0.062

0.024

0.139

0.308

0.249

*Data with high correlation coefﬁcients.
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along with an averaging method, one can determine the

eigenvalue, SVD again shows more compatibility with SPI

most robust technique in this case study.

and SDI data in monthly time series as well as seasonal
time scales.

EC for monthly drought indices
The results of ECs based on eigenvalue for two selected

CONCLUSION

multivariate methods, SVD and PCA, for monthly drought
indices are shown in Figure 6. It is obvious that most of the

In the current research, multivariate methods (SVD, PCA

dataset features can be explained by EC1 and other ECs

and ICA) and averaging technique are used to create new

only cover some of the data. In the SVD technique, EC1

data series for drought indices. The innovation of this

has a high eigenvalue for all monthly time series of

research is a comparative framework to evaluate multi-

around 80%, while PCA has a lower eigenvalue for both

variate methods based on different criteria assessment.

SPI and SDI data with a range of eigenvalues from 53%

The main features of these multivariate evaluations are: (1)

to 70% according to Figure 6(a) and 6(b). A glance at

making a standardized data series which simpliﬁes the ambi-

Figure 7, which shows the original SDI and SPI data ﬂuctu-

guity of numerous data series of SPI and SDI to obtain new

ations, reveals a clearer assessment for these two

drought indices; (2) creating new drought data series which

multivariate methods. Since SPI and SDI data have the

can accurately demonstrate ﬂuctuations and variations in

same ﬂuctuation for all ﬁve monthly time series, the super-

the original data and conﬁrm higher correlation between

iority of SVD over PCA is asserted. Hence, due to its higher

SPI and SDI as the most common drought indices; and (3)

Figure 6

|

Eigenvalues for ECs in monthly time scale: (a) PCA in SPI, (b) PCA in SDI, (c) SVD.
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Fluctuations in SDI and SPI in monthly time scale.

including the EC’s operational based standardized values,

common multivariate method in drought indices’ assess-

which are expected to have higher eigenvalues in order to

ment research.

contain a large part of the original data. This study asserts
the superiority of the SVD technique which is aptly suited
for the above expected features over other multivariate
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